The network congestion problem and differentiated business are important factors to impact the performance of network. This paper studies the RWA of differentiated business based on the wavelength layered graph model in the IONs and puts forward some designs. Firstly, combined dynamic weight formula with wavelength layered graph. Secondly, design wavelength layered grouping strategy. Thirdly, wavelength buffering is introduced not only to guarantee high-priority business blocking performance but also to reduce the blocking rate of low-priority business. Simulation result shows that LWGB algorithm achieved an outstanding performance of the network.
Introduction
Internet has brought the revolutionary changes for the world, the emerging voice, video and other multimedia business on the network have put forward higher requirements. With the optical network from the carrier network to the business network evolution, RWA related technology to dynamically adapt to the characteristics of network business perception. RWA algorithms have been proposed are mostly based on static network business, and most researches on RWA algorithms focus on optimizing the number of wavelengths used and reducing network congestion rate, but how to differentiated business of network and reduce the high-priority business blocking rate is relatively few. Therefore, in the process of differentiated business needs routing and wavelength assignment, not only to consider the use of wavelength and the blocking rate of network, but also taken into account the dynamic nature of the business and differentiated business needs and adjust accordingly RWA algorithms.
LWGB Algorithm Design
This paper introduced wavelength layered graph for business routing and wavelength assignment to avoid the wavelength continuity constraint. In order to differentiated business of network and guarantee the blocking performance of high-priority business. This paper proposes the wavelength layered grouping strategy and designs the LWGB as the differentiated business routing algorithm.
Strategies of dynamic weights based on wavelength layered graph. In order to the network have a balanced load distribution, reduce the network congestion rate and improve the performance of network, this paper introduces strategies of dynamic weights based on wavelength layered graph (LW). Dynamic weight is calculated as follows.
Specifically, this paper uses the product of the number of LSP N LSP and the physical length of link D to calculate the criticality weight W C , defined as Eq. 1:
(1) In the process of calculating the link load weight, it uses the link load rate P load , defined as Eq. 2:
(2) Where B total denotes the total bandwidth of a link. B used denotes the bandwidth which has been used. Therefore, link load weight W L can be calculated as Eq. 3:
(3) Therefore, the dynamic weight W based on wavelength layered is defined as Eq. 4:
, and its specific value determines the influence of the link load weight for the weight of a link.
Wavelength layer grouping strategy design on LW. In order to differentiated business of network, guarantee business of each grade have available resources and reduce the high-priority business blocking rate, this paper proposed wavelength layer grouping strategy. The strategy takes the wavelength layered into three parts according to 1:1:1 proportion. Assuming that the division of three groups of wavelengths correspond to the network layer resources of high, medium and low grade business, high-priority business not only can conduct business in their allocation of resources in the corresponding packet, also can rent unused resources of medium-priority and low-priority resources grouping, medium-priority business not only can conduct business in their allocation of resources in the corresponding packet, also can rent unused resources low-priority's resources grouping. Wavelength layer grouping strategy not only can distinguish the network business, also can protect high-priority business blocking performance. The strategy based on LW called LWG.
Wavelength buffering scheme on LWG. In order to improve network performance, guarantee blocking performance of high-priority business and decrease the blocking probability of low-priority business, this paper introduced wavelength buffering scheme based on LWG called LWGB.
The main idea of wavelength buffering scheme is to set a wavelength buffer in the network, and put some wavelengths in the zone, when the whole network traffic load is low, the paper just start routing and wavelength assignment in the non-wavelength buffer, and in the peak phase of the traffic load "release" the resources in wavelength buffer to improve the network resource utilization and reduce the network blocking probability.
Setting of wavelength buffering:
The size of the wavelength buffer has a direct impact on the network optimization. If the size is too large or too small, it cannot improve performance of network.
Step 1: Assume all the network traffics are high-priority.
Step 2: For the given network traffic load, wavelength buffer increases from zero, and increases its minimum size every time.
Step 3: When the wavelength buffer has increased to a fixed value, observe the change of blocking probability of the whole network until the fluctuation range less than 1% of its value, record the blocking probability. And continue to increase wavelength buffer. Repeat the operation of Step 3 until the emergence of the recorded minimum value of blocking probability.
Step 4: Find the smallest blocking probability in the recorded values, and the corresponding buffer capacity is the optimal wavelength buffer.
Step 5: Increase network traffic loads, repeat Step 2 to Step 4 until blocking probability indicator is over the upper limit of its value. In general, this limit can be set 20%. Finally, the paper get the optimal wavelength buffer trends with traffic load.
Starting of wavelength buffering:
In order to make better use of the network resource in wavelength buffer, only high-priority business and low-priority business meeting certain conditions can start wavelength buffer. To low-priority traffic, it should meet two conditions.
Instantaneous traffic load I is greater than the setting threshold. As shown in Eq. 5: I = InsTrafNum / N (5) Where, InsTrafNum is the instantaneous traffic number of the network. The rate of resources utilization of wavelength buffer is less than the setting threshold. As shown in Eq. 6.
Where, e ij is the state of the link i in wavelength buffer in its j times. If the link is busy, e ij =1, otherwise e ij =0. |E| denotes the amount of wavelength in wavelength buffer, k denotes the times of network resource utilization statistics.
LWGB algorithm. The basic procedure of LWGB algorithm:
Step 1: Generating wavelength layered graph.
Step 2: Calculating wavelength layered buffer, and add corresponding amount of wavelength layered in wavelength buffer. Dividing wavelength layered into three parts according to 1:1:1 proportion of non-wavelength buffer.
Step 3: Whether the level of new business is high-priority, for high-priority, go to Step 4, else, go to Step 5.
Step 4: Dynamic to find the wavelength grouping G1of high-priority in non-wavelength buffer, and use the dynamic Dijkstra algorithm to find the optical route for the business, if there is an available path, go to Step 11, else, go to Step 6.
Step 5: Whether the level of new business is medium-priority, for medium-priority, go to Step 6, else, go to Step 7.
Step 6: Dynamic find the wavelength grouping G2 of medium-priority in non-wavelength buffer, and use the dynamic Dijkstra algorithm to find the optical route for the business, if there is an available path, go to Step 11, else, go to Step 7.
Step 7: Dynamic find the wavelength grouping G3 of low-priority in non-wavelength buffer, and use the dynamic Dijkstra algorithm to find the optical route for the business, if there is an available path, go to Step 11, else, go to Step 8.
Step 8: According to pre-setting level business priorities, for low-priority business, go to Step 9, for high-priority and medium-priority business, go to Step 10.
Step 9: If the instantaneous business load of the network is greater than the given threshold, and the network resource utilization of wavelength buffer is less than the given threshold, go to Step 10, else, go to Step 4.
Step 10: Start wavelength buffering, Routing and wavelength assignment for the high-priority and medium-priority business in Step 8 or low-priority business meets the conditions in Step 9 in wavelength buffer with Dijkstra and First-Fit algorithm. If existing the shortest route and wavelength assignment success, calculate the network resource utilization of wavelength buffer, go to Step 11, if not, output congestion information and go to Step 12.
Step 11: Allocation network resources for business, and update wavelength layered graph, go to step 12.
Step 12: If all the business requests finish routing, go to step 13, else, go back Step 3.
Step 13: Algorithm ends. Simulation. In the simulation, the paper use the NSFNet network topology which composed of 14 nodes and 21 links, is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the simulation, the paper test the blocking probability, end to end delay, network resource utilization, blocking probability of each-grade business. In order to test the performance of dynamic weight formula, wavelength layered grouping and wavelength buffering scheme in the LWGB algorithm, the paper design some schemes which are D+FF, LW, LWG and LWGB algorithm. Fig. 2 compares the blocking probability of D+FF, LW, LWG and LWGB. It can conclude that the blocking probability of LWGB is smaller than other algorithm. This is because the LWGB algorithm can let more business transit in the network. Fig. 3 shows that with the increasing of network traffic load, end-to-end delay becomes more and more large. It can conclude that the LWGB algorithm delay lowest. There are two reasons for this phenomenon: 1) LWGB algorithm make more business transit in the network; 2) the existence of wavelength buffering can decrease the blocking probability of the high-priority business and the low-priority business which meet the conditions. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows that LWGB algorithm decrease the blocking probability of high priority business and medium priority business, but the blocking probability of low priority business is increase. This is because LWGB algorithm can let high priority and medium priority hire unused resources of low priority, so LWGB algorithm at the expense of some blocking performance of low priority business to protect high-priority blocking performance. LWGB algorithm not only can differentiated business also can guaranteeing blocking performance of high-priority.
Conclusions
This paper analyses differentiated business routing algorithm in IONs. In order to improve the performance of network and minimize the high-priority blocking probability, the paper proposed two algorithms: LWG and LWGB. LWG algorithm can reduce the blocking rate of high priority business 6%; LWGB algorithm can reduce the blocking rate of high priority and improve the network resource utilization effectively, the network blocking probability reduces 10%. Simulation results show that wavelength layered graph, wavelength layered grouping and wavelength buffering scheme improve the performance of the LWGB algorithm in reducing network blocking probability and blocking probability of high-priority business aspect.
